
• Ritschel took Dahl's bike and brought it around a corner. When Ritschel came back he flipped Dahl 
over and put him in handcuffs. Dahl was stood up and walked over to where Ritschel had put his 
bike. Ritschel pushed Dahl up against a wal1.3

• When Dahl was asked for his license he informed Ritschel that it was in his backpack. Subsequent to 
this Ritschel went into Dahl's backpack and retrieved Dahl's license! 

• At some point Ritschel gave Dahl a ticket for failing to obey a traffic officer and invalid driver's 
license from Wisconsin. Dahl tried to explain that he was a college student however Ritschel would 
not let Dahl ask any questions. It was during this time that Dahl alleges that Ritschel cut or clipped 
his WI license.5

• Dahl stated that it was several weeks before he found out that the ticket issued by Ritschel had been 
dismissed.6

• Dahl described his injuries as scrapes to his knees and wrist. These injuries were as a result of being 
forced to the ground by Ritschel. Dahl also stated that there had been damage to his bike.' 

Ritschel Interview — On September 10, 2010 I conducted a formal interview with Ritschel. Also present 

for the interview with Federation President Lieutenant Delmonico. The following in a summary of the 

interview; 

• Ritschel was working at the Mar-Ten parking garage on June 9, 2010 in the capacity of a part-time 
officer. Ritschel also stated that he remembered having contact with the complainant Dahl.8

• Ritschel was directing traffic out of the ramp when he observed Dahl stopped on his bike in the bike 
lane. Ritschel told Dahl, either verbally or by hand to stop. While Ritschel was directing the last car 
out of the Cash lane, Dahl started to ride his bike across the ramp exit, against Ritschel's direction.9

• Ritschel stopped the vehicle so as to avoid a collision with Dahl. Ritschel ran after Dahl and shouted 
"Stop, Stop." Dahl turned to look at Ritschel and jumped or fell off his bike which in-turn caused 
Dahl to fall to the ground. Ritschel grabbed Dahl's bike and moved it to the side.w

• When Dahl stood up his fists were clinched so Ritschel, for his safety, handcuffed Dahl and told him 
he was under arrest. Ritschel took Dahl's wallet from Dahl's back pants pocket, removed his license, 
and put the wallet back into Dahl's front pocket. Ritschel gave Dahl a citation for failure to obey a 
police officer directing traffic and sent Dahl on his way." 

• Ritschel does not remember clipping Dahl's license.12

3 Dahl Statement pg. 5 (1-15) 
4 Dahl Statement pg. 5 (42-45 
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• He stated that he did not do a CAPRS report on the date of the incident, June 9, 2010; however he did 
enter a report on June 14, 2010, which was the date of Duy Ngo's funeral. Ritschel indicated that he 
entered the report on his work computer in licensing which is located at his desk." 

• Ritschel did not remember if he signed in for part-time on that day because it is not his normal day to 
work at the ramp.I4

• Ritschel did not remember if Dahl made any comments about being injured.15

MECC Review — I reviewed the MECC calls during the time period of the alleged incident. While 

reviewing the calls it was revealed that an unidentified female had called to report the incident between 

Ritschel and Dahl. The caller, who called from (612) 554-4104, stated that she had been walking near a 

parking ramp along 10th street near Marquette Avenue when she observed an officer directing traffic and a 

bicyclist waiting while the officer was directing traffic out of the parking ramp. The caller believes that 

there was a misunderstanding between the bike rider and the officer. The officer acted aggressively with 

the biker and pushed the biker from his bike and yelled at him. The caller was transferred to the 1" 

Precinct so that she could speak with a supervisor and the line went dead.16

I called the aforementioned number and left a message requesting that the subscriber of the number call 

me back regarding the incident. The voice recording associated with this number indicated that the 

subscriber was a "Sarah Jo." I entered the phone number into the CLEAR database and found that it was 

associated with a Sarah M. Johansen who resides at 3242 Girard Avenue S. #103. Later that day I 

received a call from (612) 554-4104 and spoke with a female who sounded like the same person recorded 

on the original witness call to T03. 

I asked the female if her name was Sarah in which she replied it was. In essence Sarah told me the same 

story that she had told the dispatched on 6/9/2010. Because she had indicated that she was pressed for 

time, I asked Sarah if it would be okay to set up a time where I could conduct a formal interview. Sarah 

declined to provide a formal interview. She told me to have a nice day and the call was terminated. 

Computer Audit — I requested that BIS conduct a computer usage audit and CAPRS audit of Ritschel's 

computer account. These requests were based on Ritchel's assertion during his interview that he had 

completed a CAPRS report, as related to this incident, on June 14, 2010. 

11 Ritschel Statement pg. 4 (38-45); pg. 5 (1-6) 
14 Ritschel Statement pg. 5 (8-23) 
15 Ritschel Statement pg. 5 (25-28) 
16 Witness call to T03 on 6-9-2010 @ 16:42 hrs. 
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These audits revealed the following: 

• There was no evidence found that would indicate that Ritschel had signed onto his assigned computer 
in licensing on June 14, 2010. This supports the notion that Ritschel did not complete a CAPRS 
report as he had suggested during his formal interview. 

• There was no evidence that Ritschel accessed the CAPRS application on June 9, 2010 and/or June 14, 
2010. This supports the notion that Ritschel did not complete a CAPRS report as he had suggested 
during his formal interview. 

ALLEGATIONS 

Allegation 1 — It is alleged that on June 9, 2010 Sergeant Ritschel, while working part-time directing 

traffic at the Mar-Ten Parking Garage, failed to exercise proper judgment and discretion when he 

arrested, detained, and cited Dahl for: Fail to Obey Police Officer. MN §169.02s2 and Fail to Change 

Address on DL; MN §171.11 

Investigative Facts: 

• Dahl stated that he had stopped on his own and that he had received no orders or direction from 
Ritschel. 

• Ritschel stated that he had directed Dahl to stop so that vehicles exiting the ramp could enter onto 10th
street. Ritschel also stated that after Dahl had started to ride in front of the "cash" exit lane, he 
ordered Dahl to stop. 

• The witness, Sarah Johansen, stated that she did not believe the bicyclist (Dahl) had done anything 
wrong. Johansen did not see the officer (Ritschel) give any direction to Dahl. She also stated that 
Ritschel had acted aggressively towards Dahl. 

• There are no known video images of the incident. 

Issues for Consideration: 

• Was the detention of Dahl, as related to Ritschel's assertion that Dahl violated the aforementioned 
MN state statutes, reasonable? 

• If in-fact Dahl told Ritschel that he was a student; was it reasonable and/or appropriate for Ritschel to 
issue a citation for failing to change the address on a DL? 

• Did Ritschel interpret and apply the aforementioned MN state statues reasonably? 

Relevant MN Statutes: 

169.02 Scope. - Subd. 2. Penalty for not complying with peace officer. It is a misdemeanor for any 
person to willfully fail or refuse to comply with any lawful order or direction of any peace officer 
invested by law with authority to direct, control, or regulate traffic. 
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